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Abstract. Recently, in the photovoltaic energy integrated monitoring software system, it has more complex, and accordingly may be possible to occur more errors. In this industrial services, a small error can lead to a huge accident to make the power failures. To completely build this system, it should verify whether it is or not stability of software through measuring the full coverage with generating test cases in detail level based on a message sequence model. In this paper, we apply to verify a system stability of this monitoring system with our previous research such as the automatic test case generation based on UML 2.4.1 message-sequence diagram via cause-effect diagram. With this, we extract automatically test cases on coverage.

Keywords: Automatic test case generation · Message-sequence diagram · Renewable energy · Integrated monitoring system

1 Introduction

Approximately it occurs sixty percent of the software errors in the pre-design stages as well as the design stage, while only 40% of them in the post-design stages [1]. Furthermore, the requirements from the pre-design stages are likely to have uncertain and incomplete defects, so they are not easily detected. Also, when the requirement is misinterpreted, it would cause another issue that new software needs to be redeveloped. That is, one of the main reasons that causes software errors is a test case based on incomplete requirements [2].

Model-based testing tools generally decrease the number of incomplete test cases caused by requirements. If requirement-based test cases are generated in the design stage and test cases are implemented for a system development, the modules being developed based on misinterpreted requirements would be identified more quickly.

The existing methods generate model-based test case with Use Case Diagram [3]. In this paper, we use Message-Sequence Diagram method [4, 5]. Using the Sequence Diagram, we are to generate test cases satisfied with 100% coverage of software with “Metamodel
oriented Test Case Generation Method Based on transforming UML 2.4.1 Message-Sequence Diagram via Cause-Effect Diagram” [6].

In this paper, a test case would be extracted by applying a Message-Sequence Diagram drawn in the design stage to the previous approach [6] in order for the stability of the solar energy total monitoring system to be verified.

The outline of this paper is as introduced below. Section 2 describes related works including a method of metamodel oriented test case generation on the new & renewable energy total monitoring systems. In Sect. 3, Message-Sequence Diagram of solar energy total monitoring system is to be designed. And Sect. 4 describes the test case extraction of the solar energy total monitoring system, followed by conclusion and further studies.

2 Related Works

2.1 The Integrated Monitoring System for New and Renewable Energy

On the integrated monitoring system for new & renewable energy, we need to have a standard interface that interprets different types of data to be delivered to various kinds of energy plants. Because the standard interface is designed based on metamodel, a new data type is easily added into it. This is, plug and play on heterogeneous solar devices. Therefore, it provides total monitoring services based on web server, so each customer can easily track the current power via web browser. It also may provide prediction of the power using statistical methods for big data [7]. Figure 1 shows its total structure of this system.

![Diagram of the total structure of the integrated monitoring system](image-url)

**Fig. 1.** The total structure of integrated monitoring system
2.2 Metamodel Oriented Test Case Generation

We use Message-Sequence Diagram to be transformed to Cause-Effect Diagram, and then generate test cases based on Cause-Effect Diagram with 100% of functional requirement coverage, which would be fulfilled by using minimal test cases only.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** A mechanism of test case generation in detail level from requirements

Figure 2 shows the detail of the process of test case generation that we analyze and design Use Case Diagram; Message-Sequence Diagram is designed by using each Use Case in the Use Case Diagram; Message-Sequence Diagram is transformed to Cause-Effect Diagram; Cause-Effect Diagram is transformed to decision table; and decision table turns into a test case.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** The flow of saving the power data at most cases

3 A Message-Sequence Diagram in the Integrated Monitoring System

In this paper, with requirements, we draw the interaction with the system, that is, Message-Sequence Diagram in order to increase stability of the integrated monitoring system for new & renewable energy. As an example, the saving function of the power data in the system is drawn with Message-Sequence Diagram. From the diagram, test cases are to be extracted.

The saving of the power data into the server is a function to store data delivered from inverters. The flow of saving the power data at the most cases is seen in Fig. 3. The M-PVMS Client delivers data of inverter to M-PVMS server, and stores it into FileDB. M-PVMS server then stores the delivered data into WebDB.
Table 1. Message-sequence diagram codes for power data saving function in most cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Name</th>
<th>Start Message</th>
<th>End Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>savePowerData</td>
<td></td>
<td>@mLineline.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savePowerDatatoFileDB</td>
<td></td>
<td>@mLineline.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>returnFileSaveResult</td>
<td></td>
<td>@mLineline.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendPowerDatatoServer</td>
<td></td>
<td>@mLineline.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savePowerDatatoWebDB</td>
<td></td>
<td>@mLineline.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>returnWebSaveResult</td>
<td></td>
<td>@mLineline.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td></td>
<td>@Message.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_PVMS_Client</td>
<td></td>
<td>@Message.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FileDB</td>
<td></td>
<td>@Message.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_PVMS_Server</td>
<td></td>
<td>@Message.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebDB</td>
<td></td>
<td>@Message.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<sed:SEDModel xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:sed="http://sed/1.0" name="Model">
    <mMessage name="savePowerData" startMessage="//@mLineline.0"
endMessage="//@mLineline.1"/>
    <mMessage name="savePowerDatatoFileDB" startMessage="//@mLineline.1"
endMessage="//@mLineline.2"/>
    <mMessage name="returnFileSaveResult" startMessage="//@mLineline.2"
endMessage="//@mLineline.1"/>
    <mMessage name="sendPowerDatatoServer" startMessage="//@mLineline.1"
endMessage="//@mLineline.3"/>
    <mMessage name="savePowerDatatoWebDB" startMessage="//@mLineline.3"
endMessage="//@mLineline.4"/>
    <mMessage name="returnWebSaveResult" startMessage="//@mLineline.4"
endMessage="//@mLineline.3"/>
    <mLineline name="Inverter" type="Actor" ownedMessage="//@Message.0"
<Obkind xsi:type="sed:Actor"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.0 //@Message.1"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.2 //@Message.3"/>
</mLineline>
    <mLineline name="M_PVMS_Client" type="Control"
ownedMessage="//@Message.0 //@Message.1 //@Message.2 //@Message.3">
<Obkind xsi:type="sed:Control"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.0 //@Message.1"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.2 //@Message.3"/>
</mLineline>
    <mLineline name="FileDB" type="Service" ownedMessage="//@Message.1 //@Message.2">
<Obkind xsi:type="sed:Service"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.1 //@Message.2"/>
</mLineline>
    <mLineline name="M_PVMS_Server" type="Control"
ownedMessage="//@Message.3 //@Message.4 //@Message.5">
<Obkind xsi:type="sed:Control"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.3 //@Message.4"/>
</mLineline>
    <mLineline name="WebDB" type="Service" ownedMessage="//@Message.4 //@Message.5">
<Obkind xsi:type="sed:Service"/>
    <ecaRule mMessage="//@Message.4 //@Message.5"/>
</mLineline>
</sed:SEDModel>
```
The designed Message-Sequence Diagram needs to turn into XMI codes. In the power data saving function, Message-Sequence Diagram codes of the most cases are as seen in Table 1.

4 Test Case Extraction for New and Renewable Energy Monitoring System

The process to extract test case for solar energy total monitoring system is as described below. The XML codes for Message-Sequence Diagram are to be inputted to the automation tool, and then test case is to be extracted. The automation tool is applied by the model transformation rules based on ATL [6].

Generated XMI code for test case can be showed a chart format in Microsoft Excel. The Fig. 4 shows a test case extraction for power data saving function.

![Test cases for the power data saving function](image)

In model based testing based on requirements, we generate test cases from message sequence diagram via the cause effect diagram, which covers in detail level of the system. To validate the right requirements, we should generate all possible test cases which are satisfied by the requirements.

5 Conclusion

The volume of software is positively related to the number of errors in software. Because there are possibilities of life damage in the industrial field, an emphasis on development should have one of methods to increase reliability of software to industrial system.

By using “Metamodel oriented Test Case Generation Method Based on Transforming UML 2.4.1 Message-Sequence Diagram via Cause-Effect Diagram” we automatically generate test cases with any, and accordingly would be reduced the probability of inaccurate implementation in software.

In this study, test case is extracted by applying “Metamodel oriented Automatic Test Case Generation Method based on Transforming UML 2.4.1 Message-Sequence Diagram via Cause-Effect Diagram” in order to verify reliability of solar energy total monitoring system. Also, it is ascertained when the system functions are consistent with the demands.
In the future, we would be researched in the further study on methods of automated transformation of Message-Sequence Diagram into XMI codes.
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